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Preface

This is one of six monographs written during the period covering the latter

half of 1974 and the first months of 1975 and that review developments in American

highey education thropgh the mid-1970s. The sources have been articles and books

published in large part between 1964 and 1975. Writing during this peEiod has been

voluminous, augmented in the last five years by the many reports, staff studies'

and other project prompted by, or related to,.the work of the Carnegie Commission

on Higher Education. The output has been so great that it is difficult for the

college administrator, much less a facqlty member involved in his own discipline,

to view the literature in any broad perspective.

When the Lutheran Education Conference of North America established its

Commission on the Future in 1972, it developed"a series of proposals for projects

'that would result in documents useful for planning am&ng the colleges related to,

the Lutheran Church. One of the resources requested by the Commission on the

Future was an overview of the current status of higher education in the United States

as that was reflected in the contemporary literature: In addition, the 'Commission'

requested that this overview be particularly directed to the implications for

planning for the Lutheran colleges.

In early 1974 I was asked to undertake,this particular phase of the work of

the Commission. After the Commission approved a preliminary outline, and after I

had completed' certain other commitments, including meettngs in Germany and Switzer-

land in June, 1974, I turned to the development'of these monographs. I had consider-

ed assembling the.mateqpls in a single and fairly brief report. As the-writing

.progressed, however, it became obvious that-I would not be able to complete the

work, it least to my satisfad.tion, in a single document. After making several'

,revisions in the format,I decided on six monographs, five of which would deal with

general topics, and the sixth of which would focus upon the colleges related to the
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Lutheran Educational Conference of North America. The Commission On the Future

reviewed drafts of four of the monographs in October, 1974 and approved the continut-

ation of the work.

The six monog s are being issued under the general title of Trends in

American Higher Education: A Review of Recent Literature. The titles of the six

monograp s are:

No. i Trends in American Higher Education: A .Review of Recent
Literature--Enrollments

No. 2 Trends in American Higher Education: A Review of Recent
Literature--Students in the 70s

No. 3 Trends in American Higher Education: A Review of Recent'
Literature--Governance (Organization and Administration)

No. 4 Trends in American Higher Education: A Review of Recent
Literature -- Instruction]. Prmgrams

No. 5 Trends in American Higher Education: A "view of Recent
Literature+-Financing the Program

No. 6 Trends in American Higher Education: A Review of Recent
Literature -- Implications for ehe Predominantly Undergraduate
Church - Related' Institution

clks.

The monographs, while each of them is fairly lengthy, do not pretend to present an

exhaustive analysis of all of the literature that has been produced. The selection

of books and articles from which the material is drawn was arbitrary. These are

,the iems considered by the author to be of significance and that were readily

accessible to him .and that would appear to be readily accessible to those who would

be usitig theAonograiphs. Each monograph provides a substantial cross-section of

the irrting and opinion pn each of the topics. The sixth monograph draws upon the

preceding five monographs and attempts to outline specific implications for planning

for predominantly' undergraduate church-related institutions. It will be noted that,

and this is particularly the case for the most recent information, the monographs,

draw heavily upon the Chronicle of Higher Education. The Chronicle provides the

4
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most up-to-date ieferbnces on the items covered; some of the references are taken

from issues in December 1974 and January.1975.

....

--Allan 0. Pfnister
Professor of Higher Education
University of Denver
January 1975
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The Mid-Seventies, A Time of-Reflection?-

.\ It seems almost inevitable that any discussion of the contempory (mid-197001.

American college students will begin with and/or end with a reference to ttle 1960s.

iWithout giving a second ,thought, we refer to today's student
C'

n terns of, how touch

I. he or she is similar o; dissimilar to the student of the 1960s. At the ti'e ail the

1960s) tfie period seemed in so many ways to be unique; a/student actions of.the

decade have become points of reference for discussion's of the pre-1960s and post

1960s.

Calvin Lee observes that the 1960s began with a conviction "in the immediate

betterment of man' and concluded, for the college student at any rate, with a sense

of distress at "the conpleXity of life around them."1 He continues in summary:

The Sixties brought to the Amei-ican colleges commitment, involve-
ment, relevance and pot. It brought participatory democracy,
student evaluatioil of professors, student involvement in the
decision - making pTocess, the end of academic credit for R.O:T.C.
The Sixties brouOt mass take-overs of classroom buildings,,
administrative of ices, and computer centers, fires in libraries,'
clashes with poll e, confrontation with the National Guard. It

produced a backla h of state legi's'lators, members of Congress,
the court , the general public, parents, alumni, and academic
administr tors. The richness of the Sixties brought the idealism,
style, g aciousness, and dedication of /PK. It also wrought cyni-
cism an disgust with war, the draft., the System, and a greater
awaren ss of the anomie of human existence in modern society.
The S ties brought a larger and more talented student body than
everbefore. It also brought students who queitioned the values
on which the academic community was built, its structure and basic
rationale for continuing.2

The halls.of ivy had never been wholly isolated from society, romantic notions to

the contrary notwithstanding, but to observers and participants the 1960s were

somehow different from anything in the past.

/-.
The first months of the decade witnessed the-first sit-in (February 1, 1960),

and students were soon involved in the civil rights movement. In 1964 three civil

rights workers were murdered in Mississippi. The Berkeley student revolt began in

September, 1964. The protests moved out from concerns over civil rights to include

(7
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reactions in general to the war in Viet and reactions in specific to sitna ions 001.741'r-

ion campus. Protestors marched on the Pentagon, an nakland draft-induction tenter

an surrounded by 10,000 protestors, and Oberlin College students *kept a Navy

recruiter trapped in his car for hours. Five buildings at Columbia University were )1.

.occupied,in the late Spring, 1968. The Institute for Defense Analysis was blockaded

at PrincetcT in the fall, and in April, 1969, the Administration Building at Harva d

was occupied: In the Fall of 1968 San Francisco State College had been closed

because of tension over black studies. Then Kent State broke into the headl s in

May, 1970.

In the forward of t1. Carnegie Commission report dealing with the events at

Kent, Clark Kerr, ChairMan of the Commission, observed:

Campus turmoil almost certainly not-solely a thing of the past.
But the climax of dissent, diaruption,'and tragedy in all American
history to date occurred in May 1970. That month,saw the involve-
ment of students and institutions in protests in greater number
than ever bef9re in history. The variety of protest activities --
both violent and non-vi ent -- seem to exhaust the entire known
r4-dtalre of forms of dis ent.

3

Another Carnegie report, Dissent and Disruption, indicated that nearly one-quarter

of the institutions in the United States\hed experienced incidents of violence or

,
disruptive protests during 1968-09.

4
That particular volume went on to say that

the United States, in the pasta decade, has been in greater internal turmoil than

at any time,since the period of the Civil War a century ago. The campuses have,

in recent years, been in the greatest turmoil in all their histOryof over three

Centuries. u5
The Commission volume calls attention to the number of official

reports on dissent and disruption issued during 1969 and 1970, the most widely read

being the Report of the President's Commission on Campus Unrest, 1970, the so-called

.Scranton Report.
6

In contrast to the literature of the 1960s, the contemporary writings report

that students have switched from activism and are now apparently working inside the

system.
7

The students of the mid-1970s combine "an intense sense of heir priyate

'44
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worlds with a most prattical view-of the nrospiects before them. A researcher who

has conducted purveys of American yputh since ;1967 finds in 1973 that campus rebellion

has become moribund, that criticism of the uni4rsities has decreased and that college

students appear to bave devyloped greater acceptance of the requirements of law and

order. 9
\

Do we indeed have a "new,breed" of student in the mid- 1970s? That is in the

offing for the second half of the 1970s? That factors should we take into account

in our planning? Let us review some of the analyses of t'he 1960s and those purport-

ing to describe the stuAnt of the 1960s.

What'Happened in the 1960s?

If we are going to refer to the 1970s by way of contrast to the 1960s, we need

to ask what actually happened in the 1960s? We find no simple answer. The events

of the 60's and early 70's generated not only a series of official reports but a

large volume of books and articles analyzing the student at the time and'offering

suggestions regarding the causes and cures of disruption. One doctoral study com-

pleted in August, 1972, reviewed over 90 volumes directed specifically to analyzing

the causes of campus disturbance and referred in addition to a score or more volumes

that were addressed to the broader social and pAitical issues of the pdriod.10

The last voliumes reviewed in that study had been published in late 1971 or early

1972, and there have been many ms/re volumes published since.
.

Harold'A. Korn, in the preface to the volume, Student Activism and Protest,

observes that the 1960's were/a time of national turmoil and crisis', a period of

outbursts of mass discontent that challenged the legitimacy of the authority of

social institutions and established leadership, and many social scientists "became

psychological newsmen, analyzing the day's events that same evening and preparing

theirreportsforpublicationthenextday."Scoreaof "scholarly" pieces were4 0

hastily turned out to interpret what was happening and why, but "none of us, even

b.
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now, have had sufficient time away from-the battle lines to take stock of the

numerous change in events. Pe all st/Iff..er from the lack of perspective that the

passage of time provide41,-- the guide that permits the analyst to gaze backward--and

to see clearly and in perspective the key events and turning points that mark the

given era. "1 .

Robert Barsten's study, as it sought to identify the int rpretations of causes

and meanings Of the protest, found no'less than eight different categories of

explanation. He referred to the categories as: (1) holistic -- the university

reflected the problems of society in general; (2) failures in higher education -- the

/ .

enterprise had itself fallen short of expectations; (3) psychological -- these were

7-1
personal problems and personal responses to a period of conflict and tension;

.5"

(4) technological society -- persons were revolting a dehumanizing technology;

(5) call to agenda -- persons were calling society to face the explicit and implicit

idealaof society. (6) counterculture -- American society was experiencing the birth

of a counter - culture; (7) political -%-. the protests were essentially expressions of

politickactivity; (8) conspiracy --,certain leaders were behind the rash of out-

bursts an& were pursuing their own private goals. But he concluded that the distinc-

tions are never finely/ drawn:

The classi
interpret

group ov
caus a

que

varf at

am

ication,does not show a systematic tendency among the
ions of campus disturbance to favor one interpretive
the others. To be sure, the theories on psychological

d on failures within higher, education are the most fre-
epresented in the literature, and contain the greatest

n. However, authoritative sources have been included
g he witnesses to each of the other theories, and, in the

1 ht/of this, it is difficult to argue that the weight of scho-
opinion cgn be-taken to suggest that one set of causes or

ings was more likely to have been concretely operative than
ther.

seems more likely, in the light of the relatively uniform
istribution of the interpretations among the eight interpretive

groupg, and in the presence of the multiple relationships among
them, that the literature on campus disturbance must be taken
to suggest that the causes and meanings of the protest movement
were many, and interrelated. Indeed, we are perhaps permitted
to think of the classification
variant analysis, or a matrix ori

a kind of table for a multi-
nter-related propositions which

9
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must, in common with, all matribos, be look ;eat whole in order

to make sense. That is to say, the theo do not allow us

to think of the cans s and meanings of pus disturbance in

terms of single var bles, but only i ,terms of_ their relation-
-

ships.

Some of the most important author. ies on campus 4disturbance say
the phenomenon was complex in itcausality. For example, John

Searle said that the student r lts were caused by ma6 thing's

and that they were, if anything5 'over-determined. The Presi-

dential Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence
reported: 'The problem of c46pus unrest is more than a campus

, .problem. its.roots lie deep/in the larger society: There is no .

single cause, no single e4Ution.'12

of the more frequently advanced
/
set of explanations for the student unrest points

- , ,

up, as does Karsten, the complexity of the matter. Professor S. L. Halleck of the

. ,

University of Wisconsin presented to the meeting of the American Association for

Higher Education in 1968 what lie termed ''Twelve Hypotheses of Student Unr!st.v13
/

Emphasizing that hypotheses were at best only partial.explanaAons, he divided his 12

into "favorable,""unfavorable," and "neutral.'! The "unfavorable" suggested that

. /
there was'something wrong rith the students, the "favorable" suggested they problems

,

lay with man-made circums. iances, and the "neutral" grew out of changes in a highly

complex society. 71anyOf the same categories developed by Karsten are paralleled

in Halleck's analysis, though Karsten's covers a wider range ofpossibilities.

Another analysis that emphasizes that there is gieat complexity of interaction

among the factors that appear to have involved in the student unrest, is that of

Donald R. Brown contained in Student Activism and Protest.
14

Pe proposes that there

a
are some 13 factors that may be sociated with-the "greater visibility and activity'

of the students. Referring to the character of the 1960s, he statT:

1. The college student population has grown astronomically since

1946. the more students, the greater the visibility and,
more important, the greater the pressures which arise on campus
from overcrowding and depersonaliiation.

2. College attendance is increasingly seen as a necessity in an
etier-increasing technological and affluent society such as
'present-day America.... However, the pragmatic relevtice of
d4lege has decreased as affluence allows students to seek the

Social sciences and humanities versus the more directly applied

areas of knowledge.

10
1
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3. Students come from a wider range of the population on -all

demographic dimensions than they previously did and, cons 9-
quently, present new challenges to the colleges as socialli-
zation agencies.

4. The post-Sputnik emphasis on the meritocracy and the sellers'
market consequent to the increased numbers has put students
un er gr %at competitive stress for admission_even to the
less' prestigious institutions.

5. In t rms purelyea visibility, the news-hungry media tend to
fan he sparks of, unrest by massive and immedihte publicity
which has no trouble in finding among our campus population
its own performers.

1,

6. The sar:histication of students about their i ividual rights
in respect to the university and to the societ and about
the insensitivity of faculties and administrat rs withi
institutions of higher education to the crying eed fo
immediate and meaningful reform has increased considerably.

7. The better academic preparation in the secondary schools
following the massive curricular reform movements which
started in the middle 1950s has resulted, in part, in stu-
dents who have tasted good teaching and want more of it.

8. Students are painfully aware of the contradictions -611a
society in which affluence and freedom exist side by side,
for all to see, with poverty and the enslavement of ignorance,
discrimination, and hopelessness. The hope is.fbr peace but
the harsh reality is war. The hope is for meaning, but the
immature can see only (he hypocritical glitter of Madison
Avenue materialism.

9. Emphasis on the existential view of self-det aticn,
responsibility,,and deep meaningful and personal communication
on the essence of one's self-identity and existence is grad -
uallr replacing the older emphasis on pragmatism in action and
privacy in personal matters as the mass. ethic of the younger
intelligentsia. This new emphasis is part of the conflict of
style and faith so evident in the appearance and rhetoric of
today's student leaders.

10. The inherent loneliness of youth as it seeks self-definition
and clarity has been increased by the rise of anonymity accom-
panying the moral blandness of a society in which guilt is
hard to define and therefore impossible to expiate.

11. The student generation has a phobia of the increasingly techno-
logical mechanization of the societal means of dealing with
large numbers, as personified in the IBM card, which threatens
the less stouthearted with an overwhelming crisis of depersonali-
zation. This phobia is coupled with a rather naive view that
technology has advanc.ed to the point where personal effort and
work are no longer required except on the part of a few specially
recruited and trained technicians.
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12. The changing imaged of college life from the social to Ore
int lectUa has caused increasing numbers of entering
stud is t have unrealistically high expectations of the
ourr lum, the faculty, their peers,".:and ofthe intellec-
'tual feiwhich are unfortunately rarely fulfilled. .

13. Physic4, 'maturation hap been taking.pXace at a lower and
lower ch 'ronological age for the last seyer 1 decades. While'
this spb ding up of physic Al maturity has been going on, we
have bee systematically allaying psychological, social, and
economic turity in our student population by increasing the
length of;!.. fars devoted to study in preparation for assuming

e.foles.' This kind of elAy results in greater and
ay of the teependence and gratification that come

out on one's own -- which traditionally took
seventeen to twenty in previous generations.1

appear dated as offe reviews comments about the

. .

one's li
greater
with trik
place at agii

Brown's observat

(mid-1970s) generation of udents, a generation that is paAbwof what may soon be

0

current

a dc east enrollment ig n! her educational institutions and,is seen as increasingly

t
materi listic and calculati'

..
.

,

:

It 'is not our,intent in his Malograph to examine in any,4 detail the earlier

published studies of the camp, nreat of the 1960s. As Parold Korn has suggested,

we are probably too close to

tive. Yet, in plannidg for thp

events to be able to develop the necessary perspec-

70s we cannot ignore the preceding decade and )he

At least we have learned (or should have lryed)

lation for gfanted, and we should aertainily be

ppenings of the immediate pasC

11,6

that we cannot take the student ,p

less ready to say in 19.74 what'(

they are not goinf( to press many

they are going to be easy to hand

Kefr sled in 1559: "I can lust see that

vances they are going to do their jobs,

There aren't going to be riots. There aren't

,dT
going to be many-strikes."6 And we shouldgoing to be revolutions. There ar

be more aware that forces operatin

complex.

the campus at-Lany one time are exceedingly
tf

And some generalizations, even at this point in'time so'close to the events,

seem to be in order. Firk of all, idstof the. early reports hastened to point out

that the students most actively involved were generall9 among the elite of the

student body. Edward F..Sampaon refers to "a select group of protest-prqne,

4
4 0
4
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Intelligent persons who share equalitarian familial backgrounds.
"17

Kenneth Keniston,

Ater reviewing a number of studies of those involved in protest, generalizedthat

"student protestors appear to be generally outstanding Students: the higher the

.

student's grade point average and the more outstanding his academic achievement, the

more. likely he is to become involved in any particular political demonstration.

Similarly, student activists come from families with liberal political values."
.

18

While scores of comments of the sort noted above could be cited, some subsequent

analyses.have questioned these geheralizations. John Horn and Paul Knott did not

find clean evidenceone way or the othei; isinot clear whether the activist was

I* '

more intelligent than the non-activist; but the results clearly indicate that

activists were capable students in the fieldiln whith they chose tomajor.
"19

gr,6
' o

More recently, tarry KerrieIman observes that many of the researchers in the

sixties had concluded that the activists were "close to being psychological noblemen.

He argues that from his own review of the literature he found severe flaws in "the

supposedly solid evidential base that served as the basis for that view." After

pointing Out some of the problems in the student activist research, he goes on to

report oh'his cm study, a "carefully selected,questionnaire battery administered to

229 students at three leading institutions of higher education in the United States

in the late 60'S, and he notes that the most striking, finding in this intelligence

and personality test "was than there were no measures on which any of the six

activism-ideology subgroups differed from the others.
"20

He found some measures by

which various groups of activists were clearly different from various groups of

non=activists! there were some personality differences in that activists seem to

value leadership more, to be more sociable and more ascendant and assertive and

less needful of social support. But, he found no differences with regard to

"intelligence, emotional stability, or responsibility and restraint." He concludes

his article:

4
JI.
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To be sure, left activists have sought positive changes in

American society -- and end to war as a way of resolving

conflicts and an end to secret research'on American campuses,

.to sight a couple of examples. But in an effusion-of posi-

tive halo effect, social science, and education researchers

have hed to place positive'value as well on the psycholo-

lities of the student activist. The result has been

pictutof those students that has been clouded by question-

able method and questionable conclusions. That picture is

only now b inning to clear.21

Peterson and Bi oursky call attention to other studies that call into question

the generalization that the activists were the "brighter" itudents22 They do

observe, however, that campus activism seems clearly to have been essociated w4th.

some general and overall quality of the student body. T4hile not all "bright" youths
ci

were involved, those campuses .where the overall average in ,intellectual ability was

high were more likely to have been involved in dissent.
23 Peterson's earlier report

noted that the incidence of activism was higher in the more select colleges and

universities. His subsequent report, dealing with 1967-1968, seem to suggest the

same concluSion, although the only correlations that had any significancy eem to

be related to war issues, i.e. those campuses'In which war issues provided the basis

for disruptionCZ protest seem to be higher "quality" institutions.24

A second point on which most of the studies seem to agree is that the students

involved representeta minority of the student body. Horn and Knott judged that

from mcst Aptimates of the individuals taking part in demonstrations, no more then

15 percent of the student body was involved
25 Nimes Trent refersIto some of his

own studies and concludes that "a very few select students and a very'few select

colleges and universities" were involved, at least up to 1966. He goes on to

summarize other studies, noting that at Berkeley no more than 3 percent of the

student body wis"Committed enough"to the Free Speech Movement to risk arrest and

that, an American College Survey report on,sophomores in 1965 found less than 3

percent of the students who could be classified as activists.
26 Peterson's study

found only 9 percent of the students involved in protest movements, and in the

second study he noted that the proportions of activists within th# student bodies

had not changed.
27
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A third generalization is suggested by Peterson and Biloursky.- While May 1970.

saw the involvement of large number of students all over the country in response to

the"Rent State events, the writers concluded that -American mass student political

movements, as phenomena involving continuing anticipation and collective actions by

many more than the heretofore highly cOmmittediact ists, are unable to sustain

themselves in the absence of new or continuing issues or provocatiOns."28- They found

th4at the !lay protest had begun to fade by mid-monehl and the relative calm of the

campuses the following fall. sAtonished almost all observers. Peterson and Biloursky

suggest some of the reasons for the lack of sustained action: students became

involved in their own personal priorities: some were cynical and pessimistic over

the possibility of bringing about any significant changes: the campus climate as a

matter of fact was changingpositively national and international events contributed

to a growing calmness.

A fourth generalization that may be drawn from most of the reports is that

whatever initially may have triggered, off a particular series of events on a

campus -- whether the events were directly traceable to some specific problems on

campus -- in general the protests did point up a range of serious problems on

campuses. Perhaps this point is made as clearly as in any stu in the Report of

the President's Conmilion on Campus Unrest, in which an entire chapter is given to

the subject of university reform. The chapter points out that the events signaled

''many serious weaknesses in American colleges and universities" and that recent,

history "has made it only too clear that the failure of the university to pursue

effectively its stated goals, let alone to live up to them, has also contributed to

student unrest.
29

This sentiment formed a recurring theme, and almost any of the

reports dealing with campus unrest at one point or another referred to the need

for on-campus changes.



Were There-Any Lasting Outcomes of the Years of Dissent?

How are we to assess the consequences of the events of the 1960s? What impact,'

if any, have the protests had on the American campus? Are the campuses any differ-

ent,in the 19708 because of the activities of the 1960s? Fred Hechinger, former

education editor of the New York Times, takes a fairly restrained view of the conse-

quences of the actions of the sixties. In particular, as he refers to Reich's

The Greening_of America, in which the writer speaks of "a Revolution: the rebirth

of people in the sterile land," Hechinger 's comment is scathing:

In retrospect, it is evident that professor Reich's euphoric
account.was'actually written not at the beginning but at the
tail end of a mini-revolution that would not surviye the dawn
of the new decade. Butat the time, the utopian delusion was
so widespread that Reich may be forgiven for his misreading
of a phenomenon that seemd to him and to so many others a
historic tide rather than a political flash flood that has
since receded. 30

He sees the election of 1972 as the barometer of change, where fewer than half of

the newly enfranchised youths voted, in comparison to 71 percent of the over

forty-fives. The 1960s "Youth Cult" had begun, according to Hechinger, to fade out

even before then. The campuses were quiet by 1972. Some reforms were effected:

They hroUghtabout some reforms, though hardly_a revolution, and
even the reforms frequently suffered frotg4ack of sustained interest
and follow-through.. The rebels opened th/doors to admit some young
people to. the university's governing boaids, with mildly beneficial
though hardly earth- shaking effects. In ,the main, however, the

young are back at work and play, competing for grades and for jobs.
31

Hechinger goes on to argue that the "Youth Cult," as he terms it, never enjoyed mass

support and."made no sustained effort either to recognize or to break out of its

ideological isolation." Ne doubts there was a generation gap, and observes that

the generations ',despite superficial and over-reported differences, were actually

very much alike." He finds many of the characterisitcs of the movement reflected

in the older generation.

11
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Hechinger disagrees with those who "hail the end of the youth rebellion as a

,great blessing and relief" because he notes that "the youth movement contained vital

elements of rebellion against real flaws in America, or perhapp simply post-indus-

trial, 'society" and argues that if some of the "progressive, socially conscious

gains of the rebellion" are not to be lost, adult leadership must be more responsive

and responsible. For, "the fiction must be laid to rest that there is a separate

youth force that can rise phoenixlike from the ashes of adult demoralization and

corruption. Societal renewal is more complex.
"32

,an the other hand, a report in U. S. News and World Report suggests that a

good many changes effected during the sixties are having an impact upon the

seventies. Some of the reforms, including "pass-fail" as a substitute for regular
4

grading, seem to be falling out of favor, some of the more unstructured "experiment

courses" are not as popularas they were, but in other respects there are some

ignificant and continuing differences. It is argued that college students ar

being treated more as adults, that, faculty members are more committed to teac ing;

that there is-more experimentation, but experimentation within the context of

maintaining academic standards. The article points out changes in calendar, adoptior

7 .

of interim programs, providing more flexible ways of meeting requirementb, reduction

of requirements, and more direct involvement of students in governance/ On the

latter it is noted that students have "i much larger voice than ever before in

running AmericaYs universities and colleges, and in establishing the pattern of

/

their own education."33

Stephen Weissman, a political science research associate at Stanford, finds

that while the students have stopped sieging buildings and breaking windows,'they

have-in no senseretreated from social concerns and commitments. During his year

as a research associate at Stanford e interviewed many students, faculty members

and administrators and concluded that at least at Stanford there is a "high level

of Critical social and political consciousness, although its manifeitations ate

1
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less dramatic, disruptive of academic routines, and all- pervasive than they were in

the days mass mobilization." The active minority is not, he contends, disil

sioned, but are better organized and less "millenarian" and more strategy-or nted.

He sees no return to the 1950s. He comments on the increase of student - conceived

courses and more openness withiA the university to variations in though.34

Retold Hodgkinson reports that at least as the presidents of 1230 'colleges and

universities' perceive it, there have been significant changes in facqlty, adminie-

tration and students between 1958 and 1968. While he does not atte

any direct way the changes to student dissent in the 1960s, he do

t to relate

call attention

to significant changes in governance patterns that show more s udent involvement in

decision-maing.35

What is Being Said About the Students of he Seventies?

General Reports

How are the students of the 1970s being Chars terized in the current literature?

Many writers are pointing to the great variatio among students and suggesting that

it is difficult,if not impossible, to capture his variety in any single character-

ization. While the article was written in tie early 1960s, the observations of

Nevitt-Sanford at that time are probably ev n more appropriate in the 1970s. He

argues at that time that it is probably ossible to talk about college students

in general. He points out that the resu is of large scale researchbn American

college students accentuate the diversi y rather than similarity: "Probably the ;

soundeststatement that canbe made abo t college students today is that they are #.

highly diversified."36 David Gottlie and Benjamin Hodgkins argue that any assump-
mc)v

tion of a homogeneous student popula ion is highly questionable, and that the

assumption should rather.be that th "very heterogeneity of American society results

in college student bodies with div= se origins and values within most institutions

of higher .earning. "37

Ww.

10
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,When Hodgkinson characterizes the students of the seventies, he calls attention

to one of the. most significant changes in the collective student body is the increase

in ns!smbers., He pea on, however, to say:

* f

In sum, the American student body has become more diverse in
background, more transient, less willing to play higher
education's games to get the gold stars'that degrees repre-
sent, more politically aware and politically powerful, less
easily led around by the nose, more aware of the world out-

.
side the campus,,more willing to take direct action on issues'
they deem important to their self-interest, less willing to
police their fellow students, and legs loyal to abstract
institutions in the same way that the-American voter tends,
to vote for the man, not for the party. One could also

_postulate an increasing pragmatism and specificity in the
student's attitude about higher education This is a more
sophisticated college generation, representing a larger range
of background, and perhaps of ability, than highei education
has ever dealt with before.38

'And, thus even as writers contend* that students in American higher educational
4

institutions are so diverse it is impossible to, characterize them in any simple way,'

they proceed to make generalizations. But, perhaps the most significant generali-

ionis that there is great diversity among the students. But let us review

rther some recent-commentaries.

The popular news magazines in the annual assessments of the college student

they have'',,been undertaking, particularly since the sixties, began in 1971 to write

bout significant changes'in the nation's universities. The magazine U, S. News

and World Repprt in October, 1971, headlined a report: "TUrn'From Campus Violence,"

and went on with a lengthy subheads "There's a significant change at the nation's

universities. Relative quiet reigns after years of turmoil. ,Discontent? Yes --

but many students are turning to peaceful means of changing "the system!" The

article then described a "new' breed" of student that is taking over the campus.

The new breed continues to questiois traditional'politics, sexual morals and capita-
-41

lism, hold meetings's, but "no.longer, however, do students see America's broad

problems,as simple afflictions to be solved by a curse, a march or a bombing. And

indreasingly, the report said, educators find young people are fooking 'within the

system' for practidal solutions to those problems."39

i3
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This particular article referred to student cal:Land a new "silent generation"

similar to that of the 1950d. Studenti9bre described as more serious, and the

administration and faculty had become "more rigorous" in the "wielding of authority."

The conclusion was: the campuses are serene, the students are more pragmatic and

more prepared to work within the system. Some students, however, were reported to

differ with the Majority estimate and were said to be of the opinion that their

fellow students are just discouraged and disillusioned, not cooperative.

Eight months later, the same magazine, in June 1972, again described the

"New Mood of College Students." This time the long subhead read: "Violence is

ebbing and interest in learning is rising at the nation's universities. Staff A

members of 'U.S. News and World Report' find many new trends in campus life today."

The lead paragraph referred to a "high tide of change" that it "rolling across

American college campuses, sweSiq.;8 away many old issues and leaving students in

a fresh mood." The attitudes that were reflected in 1971-1972 were reported by the

magazine to be carried over into 1972-1973; the new direction is away from confron-

tation and violence toward "some kind of working arrangement with the world outside

college walls." While some, observers were reported to be referring to the new mood

as "apathetic" others referred to it as "a mellowing." According to the article

some attempts at violent demonstrations dpring the year simply fizzled. Interest

in studies was up, students were working harder, and were even to be found in the

.library on Saturday night and Sunday afternoon. One administrator referred to

"a high academic work ethic."
40

According to the presidents interviewed by the magazine staff, the college

student in 1972-1973 was less radical, more interested in getting an education and

a job, more involved in off-campus politics, and was beLming more interested in

social life and religion.

4'
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And in February, 1974, the same magazine reported "Switch for Student Activists

-- Working Inside 'the System" and makes the sweeping generalizatibn that "college

militants by the thousands are moving student crusades from the streets into the

political arena -- buttonholing legislators, ringing dooibells and flooding the

tails on issues ranging from food costs to conservation.,!' The article goes on to

describe a number of specific instances in which student action apparently did bring

about' Changes'insiegislation and/or praOtice.41 And in May, 1974, as we have already

noted, the magazine reported on the campus reforms that had come out of the ferment

Of the sixties.42 e.

A similar series of descriptions issued forth from Newsweek. In "ovember, 1972,

the magazine referred to "A Sepaiate Peace." And while the education editor of the

magazine reported the relative quiet on the campuses, he was initially a bit more

- cautious than U. S. Mews and World Report:

To say that campuses are quiet is not news, for the campuses
have been more or less quiet for some two years. More impor-
tant, though, it is not even accurate. For if the 50's meant
obedience, and unquestioning acceptance of the status quo and
the simple pleasure of being in college, the 70's, are not at
all the same. The placid surface conceals tension -- and an
uneasiness that in some hard-to-pin-down way gnaws at students,
administrators and faculty alike.43

As he went on to try to describe the underlying tension, the writer suggested that

perhaps college students were a lot less idealistic than many thought, that having

won certain concessions related to their own interest, they were now actually little

concerned about other developments. With the racial issue less in the limelight,

students were attending to it less. Because they were not threatened by the draft,

they protested the war situatiokless. Because jobs were increasingly difficult

to get, they were more worried about the job market.

But it was a mixed picture, and "if theie is unrest on American campuses at

the moment, it is principally with the faculty." It was said that faculty repoited

a growing lack of respect among students for their L%-lo.Lers and the intellectual

process. Faculty were besieged by questions of job security. Higher education in

a
411
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general was facing public reaction and suspicion. Students were-dropping in and

dropping out more frequently, and "scores of institutions have revised their curri-

culums to slice the number of required courses; some have inserted month-long breaks

between semesters to allow students to pursue independent study projects; others

have developed year-round schedules to save money. "44

In March, 1974, Newsweek provided a "Campus Snapshot" in which it was said that

the decade of the sixties challenged so many aspects, of higher education, but now

there is silence. The students, the writer observed, seem-"to be a study in oppo-

sites, combining an intense sense of their private and tateritworlds with a most

practical view of the prospects before them." It was suggested that students have

not lost their idealism, but they had become much more realistic about the-world

they faced, a world in which jobs were increasingly scarce; the college reflects

student reaction in the increased competition for admissidi into professional fields.

The theme throughout the report was that students in 1974 reflected the characteris-

tics of privatism and realism. 45

Forbune magazine in March, 1973, reported on a survey of six universities,

three comunity colleges and five high schools, in which interviews were conducted

with 200 students and more than 100 educators. The theme of that story is that the

youth revolution of the sixties has come and gone. The reporters refer to a "new

normalcy." In using the term, the
I

writers contend that we were not seeing in 1973

simply a return to the calmness of the fifties but we were experiencing the birth

of a new kind of tolerance -- "if any single word sums up the viewpoint of students

in 1973, it is tolerance." The story goes cfn to say that in view of the relative

rareness of tolerance, particularly among the young, "the blossoming of tolerance

on campus is a phenomenon worth pausing 'over." The students are described as being

"more aware" and better informed" in comparison with the students of the fifties,

and the tolerance arises, in part, from "a new awarmses that nobody -- young or

old -- has all the answers." Such tolerance is a sign of realism rather than of

apathy.
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The reporters found, however, that this new tolerance leads to such diverse

respIts as increased theft in campus bookstores and increased use of drugs while

the students at the same time seem prepared to accept even the essentials of the

traditional educational system. The report suggests that one reason many of the

parts of the traditional system are acceldied is that students have won concessions

in a number of areas, including sitting on all types of academid and disciplinary

bodies. A majority of the students, the report notes, seem to have specific career

goals. And the gOneral mood of seriousness is again noted.
6

Suggesting a different reason for the tranquility of the seventies, Edgar A.

Schick says that many students were simply "burned out" after the tensions of May,

1970, and others may have just given up. He goes on to suggest that the contemporary

student has 'come to realize "that the grand schemes of the past for a sudden and

total restructuring of society had failed" and has turned to a less flamboyant, if

not less intense, search for ways to make changes in the immediate environment,

,..

political or academic. The writer contends that students have developed an increas-

ing interest and sophistication in dealing with the operations of the academic

bureaucracy.47

Echoing some of the other observations, the Chronicle of Higher Education in

November, 1973: carried the headline, "Student Demands for 'Practical' Education

Are Forcing Major Changes in Curricula. "48 While the article was directed to a

discussion of some of the'curricular changes underway, it called attention to what

)1appeared to be a growing preference of students for "'practical education that can be

put tewuse immediately" and a demand fOr "short career-occupational education, a

credential, and a job." A subsequent article in the 'same periodical pointed up the

impact of the "new practicality" on the humanities.49 According to the reporter

of that story, students were "abandoning, theoretical, abstract, and purely academic

fields for those that relate directly to jobs." niollments were shown to be down.,

in English and History and the foreign languages, and some faculties were turning

tiJ
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to attemptS to develop "applied humanities," to the application of the skills of

people inthe humanities to interdisciplinary problems wherein the contemp

issues'were to be dealt with from a humanisticSaewpoint.

But how is this apparently overwhelming practical orientation of students to

-
be squared with what some others see as a new emphasis on religion? Larry Van Dyne

of the Chronicle of Higher Education reports on a new reformation, a new spiritualism,

a new mysticism, "Call it whgb--ytk will . . . a new cultural phenomenon is evident

among youh."5° He refers to the campus best sellers -- Castaneda's writings about

the Mexican Indian mystic Don Juan, and volumes such as I Ching, Exorcist,Chariots

of th lds -- or the ltegular appearance on campus of the Hare Krishnas and the mobs

following Guru Mahraj Ji, the interest in astrology, and in transcendental meditation.

The list goes on.

According to Van Dyne, Paul Goodman in 1969 saw evidence of, and referred to

the rise of a new religious sensibility, a New Reformation. Theodore Rozak refers

to:Pi strange, new radicalism abroad which refuses to respect the conventions of

134646r ...thought and value, which insists.on making the visionary powers a central

point of political reference." Andrew Ipkind calls it the "New Mysticism," an

outgrowth of the failure of the revolution of the sixties A4d'a response to the

kd
pressures' of the current scene. David Riesman is quoted as saying that the upper-

middle-plass young are looking "for something transcendent."

In June, 1973, Change magazine reported interviews with four students at

Princeton, who were_asked,to talk among themselves and with the reporters about

"their sense of themselves as students, as people preparing for lives in a complex

and difficult world."51 Phrases and sentences such as the following emerged:

"...I want to be involved--I want. to find out abqut myself.!'

if
'

..It I s,hard to walk by and not put on a red armband if
\

everybody's doing it, and if this-is the cause to be pvest-
ig. But it doesn't help anying."
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".:.I believe We are here in some sense to prepare for making'

a contribution. And that contribution should have something

to do with furthering the stability and happinessm the

confort of .life on earth in A broad sense."

But there was also concern for jobs, what they might mean, whether they would be

boring, or fulfilling, or creative. The conclusion of one of the ,editors was that

the conversation."at the very least" belied "the charge that students today are

self-satisfied and crass, that the idealism that brought thZ campuses of the sixties
4

to such vibrant life is merely a relic of history."

Virtually the entire issue of Change in October,. 1974, was given over to essays

written for the magazine by students.
52 One of the contributors described the new

student activists and noted that in some two dozen states there were statewide studer,

political organizations "working to guarantee that administrators and politicians

hear a student voice."53 Also undergraduate student governments in 18 states had*i

committed "vast amounts of time and money to a Ralph Nader inspired project, the

Public Interest Research Group." The author corlfifiajed that through these and other

activities "hundreds of thousands of college students" had- becomeinvolved in a new

political activism that reflected the idealism and energy of the sixties, but

"tempered by the sophisticated. and pragmatic politics of the seventies." As if to

reinforce this view, a report in an October, 1974, issue of the Chronicle of Higher

Education takes note of the efforts of student lobbies in-a number of states and

in Washington:

The student lobbies that have appeared in Washington and

several state capitals in the last four years are now
concentrating much of their energy on trying to hold tuition

down, push financial aid up, and secure economic ''benefits

for their constituents.54

The lobbies follow conventional tactics, and they appareritly are having their share

of successes.

But in the seventies there are still the "street people" that were the "flower

children" of the sixties. They are, however, according to William A. Sievert ...

yy
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"a wholly different breed from the 'flower children' of the 1960's."55 They face

"a very real poverty" and most of them apparently have sought work, but they are

poorly prepared for work andfmost of them appear to have decided that "making it"

in America is "more fantasy than reality."

How doeS one characterize the student in the 1970s? Popular assessment suggests

a degree of_quiet and calmness on the campus, but it is 'a'quiet that is different

from that of the 1950s. Students are su d to be as committedlas ever, but they

seem prepared to work within the system. At the same time that they are characterize(

as being more concerned about their own personal interests, they, are also seen to be

more realistic about the way in which the(yorld and 'the' university can be reforme

( 4

. , 4.

It is aXso suitested that some of the activism has been co-opted, and that many of
0-

'the things that Were sought in the 1960s have on the college campus been realized;
-IPA

.

at least the campus is much mcrs open to variations in life style and objectives.

But there are differences of opinion regarding the quiet state at the univer-

sities. Byron Evans, vice-president for student affairs at Rensselaer Polytechnic

Institute warms against falling into complacency: "Higher education has not returned

, I

to the past, 'nor is it possible."56 He on on to say that the "present lufl" should

not be misun, erstood; the revolution-tiiiirecessedt"

,
sion that it is anded." And we should, according,.to

next, wave of activism.

Time magazine-reported in June,

)opente paagraph: "Tranquility has
;740,

University at Athens stands out as a

but we should "harbor no

Evans,,begin preparing for the

1974, onconflici-bhio University with an

returned to most U.S. campuses, byt Ohio

troubled exception. In the past "month alone,

the campus has been rocked by a strike of student workers, two successive nights

of rioting, and demands that President Claude R. Sowle resign." And the President

had submitted his resignation with the statement that he could "nolonger ask myself

or my family to serve the university under such insane conditions4(157

4
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A special. report in the series developed by the American Council on Education

from the annual sur1.76, of entering freshmen suggested that the class entering in

1969 was more pOlitithlly.polarized than any of the previous three groups surveyed
...)

and that more of the group had participated in protest activity in the high school
ft

than was the lase of any of the preceding entering groups. To the extent this group,

retained its attitude, the mood to protest was very much present even if not openly

expressed during the early 19703.58

Special Studies

In addition to the more or less popular treatments, there have been several more

systematic reviews of the American college student. In 1969 the Greenwich College

ggsearch Center, Inc., published The College Scene: Students Tell It Like It Is.

Based upon numerous personal interviews including more than 100 college campuses,

the volume summarized responses to a continuing "College Poll." The data reported

in the volume refer to a period up to and thrOugh the year 1967. This volume, as do

others, emphasiges the difficulty of classifying college students by pointing out

that the base of college education has broadened and college students come from an

ever widening, segment of American society,

The "College Poll" reflects some of the mood of the late 1960s but also seems

to agree with statements coming from the more popular reviews in the news magazines

already noted above. It is reported that college students do not expect college

education to have the immediate or long-term values that parents may expect, and

"the cross section of student opinion reflects a growing disbelief that a college

education leads either to fulfillment or satisfaction.59 Yet there is a growing

segment of career oriented students. As one reads the report obviously growing out

of the mid- and late-sixties, one finds reflections of some of the statements that

are being made in the 1970s. It is stated that "the average student goes his .or
4

her Way to and from class, and to and from meals with little thought of ,a rumble,

CO
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or a riot, and probably little interest in direct action, of any kind to affectuate

change in the college administration. 7,60 And it is noted that most students have

never taken part in a demonstration of any kind, 1pt alofie a ricst. Most of the

students are reported to be, against violence of any kind in bringing about changes

in the university. The report,observed that across the country the campus scene is

"remarkably quiet," at a time just preceeding 1970, when, the events at Kent State

would bring what Clark Kerr terms "the involvement of students and institutions in

protest in greater number than ever before in history." The report predicted that

the newly enfranchised voters may have a deciding impact on the election of 1972,

but as has already been noted, the impact of the student voters was apparently

quite limited.-
44.

What one gains from a review of The College Scene is a picture of the majority

of students on campus concerned that some changes take place in organization and

curriculum, but surprisingly satisfied with most of what they find, out of sympathy

. . -

with the dissenters, and more inclined to allow things to continue as they are than

to become directly involved in effecting radical changes.

One finds a similar view in Hodgkinson's data in Institutions in Transition.

hile he refers to a "new kind" o student, based upon questionnaire responses

from 1,230 presidents of institutions of higher education in 1968-1969 the students

do not appear to be suggesting; radical chabges. Some 20 percent of the presidents

indicate an increase in the percentage of graduates completing their degree require-

ments. Almost three-quarters of those reporting indicate that the percent of the

graduating class planning on further education has gone up. The percent of freshmen

Who go on to complete degree requirements had gone up in half of the institutions.

There was sore indication that students have become more involved-in establishing

and enforcing regulations and in controlling academic and institution wide policies;

in each instance well over half of the presidents reported more student participation

or involvement in these areas. 61
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Both the report in The College Scene-and in ti.odgkinson's book deal with

students in the mid- and late 1960s. In some respects both sets of responses are

outdated. For example, Hodgkinsonis report that more students are planning on more

education may be questioned in the light of data in 1973 showing some decrease, in

..._ r
the percent of high school students indicating they'plan to enter college.62

.

Carnegie - ,
During 1969-1970the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education sponsored a survey

of academic opinion involving-70,000 undergraduates, 30,000 graduate students and

60,000 faculty members. The results of the survey were reported in several'publica-

tions of the Commission as well as the Chronicle of Higher Education.63 Two-thirds

of the undergraduate students responded that they were "satisfied" or "very satisfied

with college, and 77 percent of the graduate students signified satisfaction with

their programs. Yet, while generally satisfied overall with college, faculty

relations, relations with other students and the quality of classroom instruction,

some 90 percent of the undergraduates indicated that course work should be "more

relevant to contemporary life and problems." Undergraduates disagreed with faculty

in that more than half/of them indicated they favored "making all courses elective,

Abolishing grades, and giving faculty members and students complete control of the

universities. Most,faCUlty ;embers opposed those ideas."64

Some 20 percent of the undergraduates indicated that students should be able

to vote on faculty appointments, course content and degree requirements, but only

5 -p t of the faculty agreed, and only 15 percent of the faculty agreed Oat
4

students should be consulted on such matters. The majority of undergraduates

(62 percent) graduite students 1(72 percent) and faculty (79 percent) agreed that

"students who disrupt the functioning of a college should be expelled or suspended,

but only 21 percent of the undergraduates agreed that "student demonstrations have

no place on .a college campus.

2



"Longitudinal" Studies

Two national studies that have the advantage of providing tread data are those

that have been conducted since 1965 and 1967 by the Dani
e 'l Yankelovich opinion,

research firm and the study of American college freshmen begun in 1966 by Alexander

Astin. Ya;kelovich's first study was begun in 1965 and published.by the. institute

Of Lift Insurance- In the fall of 1967 the Yankelovich organization Undertook a

nationwide survey of college students for Fortune magazine which explored student

values with regard to love, marriage, religion, work, savingteuCcess, drugs,

technology, authority and ca1eer choice. In 1969 the Fortune survey was updated

at the request of CRS News. In 1°70 the organization was commissioned by John D.

Roockefeller III to undertake a new,study, and in 1971 the J.D.R. 3rd Fund requested

a further study. Yost recently, in 1973 the organization conducted a similar study

for five private foundations, includiUithe J.D.R.'3rd Fund and the Carnegie.,

Corporation. The latter study involved interviews with 3,522 persons in a national

sampling of both college and noA-college youth.65

In reporting the 1969 study, the Yankelovich researchers'noted that the so-

called generation gap represented a half-truth. It was observed that while college

students held views different from those of their'parents, "their. values conflicted

even more sharply with the values of other young people in their own generation

who were not attending college." The study concluded that the gap within the

generation was greater than the gap between generations and that there was indeed

a "strong bond of shared core values between parents and their college-age

children."66
4

In the 1969 study there was considerable evidence that the campus was becoming

highly politicized, and although a small proportion of the students were character-

ized as out-and-out revolutionaries (3 percent), a large proportion, approximately

40 percent of the students shared. the criticisms made by the revolutionaries.

25
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The 1970 study focused upon the Conflict between college youth and the so--

called Establishinent and revealed "a surprisingly larpe core 'of common concerns

Oared by the business executives and college students.
"67 However, the study also

pointed up "an awesome collection of obstacles, both practical and psychological,

that stood in.the way of productive Youth/Establishment collaboration." The report

showed a sharp increase in college student mistrust, alienation And despair.

In 1971, a change in mood appeared. The 1971 *study included hour-long personal

interviews with more than 1,200 college students in 53 colleges and universities

throughout the country. And it did appear that significant changes had taken place

on the campus. The study suggested that there was a beginning of a separation

between radical political values and life-style values in 1971. That is to say,

whereas radical political and radical life-style values were found together in the

mid-1960s, in 1971 the changing cultural values became even more. pronounced while

the, political values appeared to be moving award a more toleiant mood. Students

in 1971 appeared to be less critical of the maj institutional forms, the politi-

cal parties, business, universities, the union, and `the like. There appeared to

be even further movement in thisseparation in 1973.

The 1971 study also noted a move away from the mood of personal despair and

depression. ,It suggests that "the blest single phrase detcribing the current student

mood is, confused but not despairing.
1,68 While being lest despairing about their

own personal lives, students were no more optimistic about society in general;

,

To-the contrary, more of them were of the opinion that American society was sick

\

than.was the case of the previous years.

* .

By 1973 the studehts seemed even more prepared to accept or at least work

Within..the established politic

)
1 lines; in 1971 some 57 percent identified with the

Republican or Democratic party, while in 1973 some 73 percent identified themselves

with one of the t.o major parties. And in 1973 the students apparently even devel-

oped more confidence in society: in 1971 45 percent had referred to American society

as a sick tociety, while in 1973 only.35 percent so identified
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The 1971 report referred to changing moral codes and "surprising contrast" in

what students viewed as morally right or wrong. For exam:pie, it pointed out that

more students considered it more immoral to collect welfare when one Was capable

of working than it was to pay ond's way thrOugfi college by Selling dope. Pad

pilferage was considered more immoral than destroying Private property, selling

dope, interchinging partners among couples, and general disregard of the law.

By 1973, the percentage of college students who disapproved of casual premarital

sex had dropped from 34 percent to 22 percent and disapproval of homosexual rela-

tions had dropped from 42 percent to 25 percent.,

In 1971 some 55 percent of the students said that campus radicalism was level-

ing off or declining, whereas only 33 percent so declared in 1970. In 1973 an even

smaller proportion saw campus rebellion as a significant factor, and an increasing

number of students indicated that it was morally wrong to use violence even in 'a

good . ,lose.

to study also found that man/ of the non-college youth had shifted opinions

and were at approximately the.same

/
point at which the college population was some

five years ago.

Since 1966 the Cooperative Institutional Pesearch Program, under the direction

of Alexander Astin has been surveying the entering freshmen in a large sample of

Am4rican higher educational institutions. From 1966, to 1970 his sample included

approximately 15. percent of the colleges and universities in the United States.

From 1971 the Program invited all institutions with entering freshmen classes and

. who complete the Office of Education UEOIS forms to participate. Although items

and wording have changed somewhat since the study was begun, it is instructive to

'compare the responses of freshmen in 1966 with those in the most recently publish-

'ed summary report, the report for 1973.70

If one compares the profile of freshmen entering in 1966 with the group enter-

ing in 1973, one finds some striking differences even in this brief span of time.

32
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Ia all geographical repions fewer students in 1966 indicated they planned to seek no

degree than was /the case in 1973. The pr atest differences were in the Midwest and

West. In 1966 some 7.7 percent of entering freshmen reported seeking no degree,

but only 4.7 percent so reported in 1973. The differences in the Midwest were 6.2

percent and 3.1 percent, respectively. In all regions there were, increases in the

percentage of students planning on medical degrees. the greatest difference was

from 4.6 in the Midwest in 1966 to 9.4 percent in the Midwest in 1973. Law was also
,

more popula, from less than 2.0 percent in 1966 to over 4.0 percent in all regions
/----

in 1973. There were also increases in all regions but the East in the percentage

. considering the Ph.D.

Comparing the profiles over a shorter period of time, but using an available

summary of)he-data for,the class entering in fall, 1974,
4

group entering in fall, 1969, we find the same pattern .of

for the professional post-baccalpureate degrees. However

and a summary for the

increase in aspirations

, with the entering class

in 1974 we find a slight increase in the percentage of students reporting planning

no degree (3.9 percent) in 1974 and 2.0 Percent in 1969.
71

This percentage is also

slightly higher in 1974 than in 1973.

In 1966, business was the area most often designated as the probable field of

study (except in the East). In 1973, business was by far the most popular field

among freshmen in all regions, ranging from 19.0 percent in the East to 16.1 percent

in the Midwest. In 1966 education and engineering were high in the list of choices.

In 1973 education was the second most popular field and higher in all regions than

in 1966, it was surprisingly higher in the South, 'from 8.2 Percent in 1966 to 13.7

percent it 1973. Engineering, the second highest in 1966, was clearly down in all

regions in 1973.

In 1974, business was still ranked highest as the probable field of study.

Education-was still in second rank, but it had fallen from 12.2 percent in 1973 to

10.5 percent in 1q74. Health professions, ranking third in 1973 (10,4 percent)

00
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was in fourth place (7.5 percent) with "technical fields" now increasing in popu-

'laxity from 5.3 percent to 7.7 percgnt.

In indicating probable occupations, the freshmen in 3966 placed secondary

education at the top in almost all regions. it was strikingly lower in 1973, from

over 17.0 percent in one region in 1966 to 5.0 percent, Or less, in all regions

in 1973. On the other hand, bOsiness as a probable occupation increased consider-

ably in all regions by 1973. The, percentage of students indicating medicine or

law as probable occupations was somewhat higher in 1973 than in 1966. Enpineering

had dropped considerably from 1966 to 1973. Perhaps most significant is that more

persons (from 10.8 percent to 12.0 percent) were undecided about occupation in

1973 than in 1966 (from 3.6 percent to 4.7 percent).

In 1974, the percentage of entering students reporting "undecided" for probable!

career occupation had further increased -- from 11.2 per9entin all regions combined

in 1973 to 12.4 percent in 1974. The percentage of students indicating "college

education," ,"secondary educittion,' and "elementary educator" decreased in each

category; the decrease was greatest for "elementary educator," from 4.2 percent in

all regions combined in 1973 to 3.5 percent in 1974.

Whether indicative of any general trend or not, it should be noted that in

1966, from 4.4 percent (South) to 9.6 percent (West) of the entering freshmen

reported "none" under religious preference, while in 1973 the proportion increased

to 8.3 percent (South) to 13.6 percent (est). The overall percentage did not

change appreciably between 1973 and 1,974. Still 'to develop a philosophy Of life"

was the objective considered an essential or very important goal by well over

two-thirds of the entering freshmen in 1973; this statement as an option did not

appear in the 1966 questionnaire. The next most important goal in 1973 was to "help

others in diffitulty?;nearly two-thirds of the entering students checked this as

an essential or very important goal. A higher proportion (well over two-thirds

in each region) designated this goal in 1966 as essential or very important.
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The third 'essential or very important goal iri'1973 was, to "be an.authority in my

field." A slightly higher proportion in each region, indicated this to be an impor-

tant goal in 1966. A considerably higher proportion of students in 1973 checked to

.

"be well-s-oif financially" as an essential or very important goal in 1973 (well over

52 percent in 1973 in each region compared with as low as 39.1 percent in the

Midwest in 1966).

Nhat shall we conclude? vhat is the mood of the American college student in

the mid-1970s? It is perhaps dangerous to over-generalize, because we know that

as higher educational institutions have broadened the base of enrollment, the term

"college student" has come to embrace persons with a wide range of background,

A

nterest, abilities. Perhaps, however, it is possible to refer to a more or less

prevailing mood. The various surveys, for all of their limitations, are'fairly

consistent in indicating that for the time being college students generally are

prepared to use means other than direct confrontation to'secure changes deemed

important. The surveys also suggest that there have been significant changes in

the operation and outlook of colleges, that reforms instituted in the 1960s have

had an impact upon college campuses. But the reforms are not isolated happenings

on college campuses. .In many ways the campuses either reflect or anticipate changes

in general societal values. The generation gap seems considerably more narrow than

has been assumed, and basic values of students, while significant variations on

older theMes, are not as radically different from-those of their parents as some

have suggested.

At the present time the majority of the students seem disinclined to .advance

their interests through the kind of disruption that reached many campuses during

the late 1960s. But to suggest that apathy reigns as is commonly noted by many

observers, is an oversimplification. Students have not simply returned to the

spirit of the fifties; they have developed their own commitments, and they are

'involved in campus-wide decision-making to a greater degree than ever before.

111!"
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And, life on campus is not without its ,tensions and problems. College students,

at least the majority of them, are still young adults or just becoming young adults.

They are not wholly consistent -- and their elders are ngt,alftys as consistent as

they sometimes think themselves to be. The students have their ideals, and yet it

would be a mistake to attribute to them more wisdom and insight than they have.

There was some, tendency during the 1960s to romanticize the efforts of activist

students and to attribute to them higher motives, greater .intelligence, more

dedication and greater insight than they deserved. This is not to depreciate the

efforts: it is simply to ask for more sense of $erspective.

If anything has come out of the experience of the nest decade, it should be

that college faculty and administrators cannot and should not take students for

granted. There are some observers who are already decrying what appears to be a

new apathy. But before deciding that life has settled back into a dull and drab

routine and that there is little hope for the future, we need to -reflect upon the

assessment of the observers and the experts in the early 1960s. Calvin Lee refers

to a statement of Clark-Kerr in 1959. In looking forward Intl', the sixties, Kerr

said: "I could just see that they are not going to press many grievances

they are going, to do their jobs, they are going to be easy to handle. There aren't

going to be riots. There aren't going to be revolutions. There aren't going to be

many strikes."72 Lee obseives, and in,retrospect we are all aware, how wrong Kerr,

was. And yet as Lee points out, "no educator in his wildest moments would have

guessed what the decade of the Sixties would bring to Berkeley in particular and

American higher education in general. "73 Even Kenneth Keniston, while he saw

pressures for change,in society, characterized the students in the late fifties in

terms of a lack of rebelliousness, a widespread feeling of powerlessness, a kind of

primitivism with an accent upon the present, without much in the way of political

involvement but committed to the cult of experience.
74
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All of whi.qh is not to suggest that because campuses seem relatively quiet

in the 1970s that we of necessity face.agother series of outbreaks in the late 1970s.
;

It is only to reiterate that the students should not be taken for granted'and that

faculty and adminiitration should make greater and continuing efforts to initiate

and maintain a kind of dialogue that will make for more positive approach to the

future. Particularly, individual institutions need to be more aware of the kind

of students there are on-the campus, indeed of the mood of a particular campus.

They need to be more realistic about the interests and needs of the students and

the possibilities within the institution. rhat an institution announces itself

to be or intends to he should reflect realistically the kind's of students attracted

to and available in the institution. It is all too easy to generate an image that

fails to reflect the actual state of affairs. One may, for example, refer to the

need for increasing selectivity of students and emphasizing a more traditional

view of the liberal arts while the students being admitted are primarily oriented

to practicalpd professional pursuits. That the students are committed to and

what the institution purports to be ought to be much closer together.

In the years to come insti,utions will also be seeking to wolout means of

accommodating an increasing proportion of women students and minority students.

While the-proportion attending higher educational institutions from among the male

white students is declining, the proporti of women and of_minority students has

been increasing. Reports on enrollments f the fall, 1974, show that the number

of women enrolling had increaseeby 7.7 percent over 1973, while the enrollment of

men increased by only 3.8 percent, and it was noted:

*1'
cclof institution, the number of women has grown faster

than that of heir male classmates.75
X

And while minorities generally increased in the enrollment, there were some who

The accelerating growth can be attributed largely to the
presence of more women on the campuses. Among both
full-time and part-time students in almost every kind

were of the opinion that minority enrollments might not continue to incrdase

)V.#'
A
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significantly.76 One study showed a prqportional decrease.77 The recent case of

Marco'de Funis, who sued the University Of Washington because he had been refused

7

a place in the ytif-school class of 1974 while applicants.with poorer scores and

academic records were admitted because they were members of minority groups brought
4

a question to the fore, but the Supreme Court in effect decided not to deal with

the issue, since in the meantime de Funis did manage to secure his degree. But
. ,

the question of differential treatment toward minorities and other groups will

continue to be one of considerable concern to colleges and universities, and the

resolution will be a matter of considerable discussion and debate in the months and

)11

yea to come. The capuses may not be torn asunder by outbreaks of violence, but

th y will not necaSsarily be calm and unperturbed.

New Types of Students?

In an address at the annual meeting of the American Association for Higher

Education in 1973 Patricia Cross pointed out that although higher education was

never designed to educate the masses, most high school students can now enter

college; over 75 percent of those in the upper half of the high school do enroll.
78

She draws the°conclusion, that "a group of young people whom we used to dismiss as

'not college inaterial,' are now walking through the open doors of colleges," and she

goes on to say that these students "constitute a growing proportion of the college

population."79 Pointing out,however, that re 1 programs have not been particu-

larly successful, she asks for restructuring the college curriculum on a "prdhkem-

oriented" base and clearer differentiation in goals among colleges. She picks up

the same theme in an article in the Chronicle of Higher Education.
80

In the latter

piece she argues for developing the educational program on three dimensions.--

specific knowledge (the traditional focus), interpersonal skills, and the ability

to work with things. In short, she is saying that the college population in the

mid-1970s is different; we have new kinds of students; and we need new kinds of

programs.
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In one of the initial papers in the set prepared For the Fifty-third Annual

Meeting of the American Council on "igher EduCation, ToddiFurniss reminds us that

'There413...f) collective American educational osmmunity, but rather several thousand.

,
essentially independent public, private, and comm h aercial institutions, each wit

set of educational programs finite in number, capacity, materials,'facilities, and

otherftdimensions."
81

And Patricia Cross is asking that within this wide range of

institutional types provision be made for a broader range of student abilities and

interests. Furniss also notes that institutions, particularly the large public

institutions, having admitted an increasingly diverse population, now discover

"that if the students ate to benefit, new educational programs are required."82

Up to this time, however, most institutional responses have been on an ad hoc basis.

/'
much more planning is called for and much, much more money is needed.

Both Cross and Furniss are addressing an issue that f operly

considered in a treatise on curriculum development, but it is men coned the

context of this monograph in relation tothe kinds of students c leges are attract-

ing and can attract. The generalizations about the contemporary s dent in the

foreg ing section of this paper must be examined in the light of the clientele a

part c lar institution attracts.
.

There is a considerable body of literature on "open-access," "remedial work,"

and "disadvantaged students." We intend to touch on some of these items in the

monograph on curriculum trends rather than to increase the scope of this already

long review. There are, however, two other topics that should,at least be mentioned

in this section, the "older student" and the "market" for college graduates.

Engin Holmstrom reports on a special aspect of the annual survey of entering

freshmen conducted by the American Council on Education, the experience of the

"older" freshman. Using data from the 1967 entering class and a follow-up on the

group in 1971, Holmstrom found that older students (20 year's or older as entering

freshmen) made lOwer grade-point averages (except in twO4ear-colleges) includad

ti



!lore who planned to get no more than a baccalaureate, and fewer attained a baccalau-

reate in four years. The older students came in larger proportions from socio-

economically disadvantaged backgrounds, tended to enroll in public rather than

I ,

private institutions. and in smaller Dr less.selective institutions. Yet oldei*

students who enrolled in highly selective institutions were more likelyito complete

the baccalaureate than were those older studeas enrolled in other types of insti-

$
tutionis. 83 It was also noted that:

1 Older students were somewhat different from average-age students
in their attitudes and life goals, but some of the differences
were not consistent and varied by type of institution in which

(they) were initially enrolled. Generally, more of the
older students agreed that the major benefit of a college
education is monetary. Further, older students were more
favorable to open admission's

In the ACE survey for 1967 only 4.,9 percent of the entering, students were aged 20

or above, but more than half of these were older than 21 years.

The report of thCarnegie Commission on alternative channels to life, work

and service calls for "more,4ppportOnities in colleges for part-time and for adult

students," bUt raises the quegtion of whether older adults will mix well with youth.

They (older.adults)' may be handicapped by less inclination toward
theory and by less retentive memories, but they will,often bring
greater motivation and more judgment\based upon experience. The

GI's after World War II were excellent students and raised the
level of academic effort of all"stud ts. They were, however,
only a few years older than other st aents.85

Strictly speaking, if one :::4\the age of 21 as marking "adulthood" -- even though

the 26th'amendment brought the lowering of the age of majority in many state

the Carnegie Commission points out, about 42 percent of all students on colleges

and university campuses are adults.86. And, by 1972 some 4.9.7 percent of the

students were 25 years or older.
87

Yet, for the Ileditional on- campus, Lull -time ``

program, even with tile increases in the age range of students, the mafOriiy of;the

students are still in the late teens and early twenties. As institutions, colleps

and universities are probably moving toward a "new Rind of student," but they are

40
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doing so sloWly -- and at the undergraduate level, at least, the pattern of instruc-

tion Is geared to what faculty think is appropriate to the younger adult.

It is when we look to the special evening programs, the adult education sector,

and the .so-called nontraditional and leder "postsecondary" programs that we are

likely to find more evidence of the presence of the new kind of student, insofar as

"older".identifies the new student. The Carnegie Commission reported on data from

the Current Population Survey of May, 1969 and the survey conducted under the sponsor-
.-

ship of the Commission,on Non-Traditional Study in 1972. opulation Survey

revealed that among persons 35 years old and over and amo

age not enrolled in ''regular" school full-time,

of 119.7 million "eligible" adults) had partici

year before. The Commission on Non-Traditio al

million persons 18 to 60 years of age (or 30.9 ercent of 104 million "eligible"

g thode 17 to 34 years of

some .2 million (or 11.0 percent

d in some kind of schooling the

Study found that an esilimated 32.1

Idults) had received inItruction during the previous year in !evening classes,

extension courses, on-the-job training, private lessons, independent study, T.V.

,coursC-S "88

The Carnegie Commissibn went on to estimate that 57 million persons -- mainl

adults -- were engaged in some kind of postsecondary education and trainingactiyity

during the year and that of this group some 8.9 million constitutecthose in degree-
,

credit work in traditral programs. Clearly, those engaged in some kind of st

outside of traditional higher education constitute a remarkably large portion

society.

dy

\

The National Commission on.the Financing of,Postsecondary Education desc ibes

the "postsecondary education enterprise" of 1972-73 as consisting of 1,948

"coll iatc". institutions, 7,016i'noncollegiate_ institutions," 3,500 "other" post-
.,

se ndary institutions and an unnumbered range of "other learning activitie ''

The total number of persons involved, outside of the "collegiate" and "nonc llegiate"

sectors is; according to the Commission, very difficult to eqi and data on
4

age composition are even more difficult to come by:

41
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0
, pointed out that "increasing numbers of'peopleare demanding greater choice iri the

form of education." They are requesting "self-mastery courses, and flexible time .

37

Current data on the age composition of postdecondary enrollment
are even less conclusive. On the one hand, there has been a
good deal of discussion of the need to accommodate increas-
ing numbers of older,studentsin line with the concept of life-
long learning, the need for retaining, and the acceptance of
greater numbers of students for part-time enrollment (But)

there are no national time 'series data on the age distribution
of postsecondary enrollment to show (trends) Surveys by the
Office of Education show that part-time collegiate enrollments
fell from 30 percent between 1961 and 1971. But part-time
enrollment is "expected to rise again to.36 percent by 1980.89

Just low the undergraduate college, particularly the private and church-related

'undergraduate college will relate to these developments in the larger realm of
fl

"postsecondary, education" is not car. That there is a potential clientele among'

"older" adults and for programs outside of the "traditional" in terms of time,

!.ace and content seems evident. How a particular college relates to this new

clientele, to these "new kidds of students" is fairly much a matter of that insti-

tution's orientation and imagination' the new clientele is not automatically

available or interested.-

Several presentations during the Twenty-ninth.National Conference on Higher

Education in March, 1974, dealt with the growth'of the non-traditional sector and

recurrent education" as the.term is being. used in Europe. James'll. Goss, Director

of the Center for Educational Research and Innovation, OECD, documented the growth

of part-time training and evening classes in Europe. He noted that while much

effort is being expended in "upper secondary education' more of_the effort is in
#

industry and in the "educational leave of absence."" James O'Toole of the

University of Southern California outlined'the need for developing opportunities for

the disadvantaged, elderly, blue collar workers, middle-class men-and women. He

schedules, and on-the-job and in-the-field tra g." They also want "a greater

range of curricular content greater flexibility from their jobs freedom

.t1
to drop out of school and into work, out of work and into school. Dorothy Gilforr

42
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updated information on the growth of the npncollegiate sector. She indicated that'

between 1969 and 197c2 there was an increase of 20.7 percent in the number orpartici-,

pants in adult education; in 1957 one of each 13 "eligible adults participated

adult education, in 1969 it was one in 9, and in 1972 ft had become 1 in 8.92

Y40 .

The Job Market

The job'martet for college graddates is a recurring subject for discussion'in
;

the literature.. is Sohn Folger points out, we have a bad record in predict-

ing.,shortages and surpluses of educated personnel in America, the current confused

market has proMpted more than the average number of commentaries.93 Headlines such

as that in the Chronicle of Higher Education, "College Graduates Seen Exceeding

Demand by.10 Percent Between 1980 and 1985" have become commonplace.94 But

references to particular academic disciplines are calculated to be even more

ib:4, for example, "Academic Job7Outlook Bleak for Ph.D's in lish."
95

4,

Magarrell's story on the excess of college graduates notes

data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, between 1972'and

graduates will be,smeting for 8.7 million job openings,'

1985, there will be 6.5 milli& graduates competing for 5.8 million openingtl,

sober-

that on the basis of

19R0 some 8.8 million

and between 1980 and

Folger suggests several reasons for,the poor showing in projecting job needs:

(1) some estimates have put too niuch emphasis on the immediate job market; (2) long

range projections have depended too much on linear trend projections,of past rela-

tionships;.(i) there has been an assumption of a much closer relationship than

actually exists between training and actual occupations entered (4) there has been

/kiitle connection between educational planning and manpOWer_feeas; (5) projections,

have not taken, into account qualitative changes in higher education that will be

-needed to meet,changing requirements for jobs." In his own review he identifies
, .

as the broad trends for the future: (1) the trend toward more employment in

Rotvir"o atAly1C1Pa, parricniarly In government (local, state, national) service

,.;

1
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employment; (2) profettional employment, except in elementary and secondary,teach7

ing, will double its pace in employment; the health professions, computer and

computer-related professions, social servile occupations.will grow rapidly.97

He finds, however, shifts in degree preferences in college do not seem closely

related to the job market, and he points out that the job opportunities fot college

graduates will be outside of the traditional professions; they will be concentrated

in government administrative and management fields, business management, sales,

advertising, and other service industries.98 He points out that it.will not be a

case of'unemployed college graduates, but rather a question of whdre they will find

jobs. The key will be flexibility and generality.

In December, 1974, a'survey undertaken by Frank S.,Endicott, former placement

director at northwestern,University, suggested that businesses expected to employ

seven percent More women degree-recipients in the coming year than in the previous

year; but the increase amnhgmen wouldonly be on the order of one percent.. The

study was aionelie companiei, and while there would be an increase among women,

employed, women would'still constitute about 12 percent of baccalaureate-degree,

,recipientd emploved.99 The number of jobs available seemed in December to be

holding steady, or, increasing...

In Ja-Inuary, 1975, dile job picture had become less.optimidtic.

Placemeht Council had served a larger group of employees; some 700,

overall this'groui planned to employ four'percent'fewer,graduates in 1974-1975 than

they'did the previous year.
100

Interestingly enough, the only area of increased

The College

and found that

demand was in engineering, up 10 percent for bachelor-degree-holders and up 7
,, .

percent; or master-degree-holders'. (The CPC survey covered all degree holders;
.

Fndicott's 'survey included only bachelor-degree-holders.) It was further noted
. .

.
,i .

that the demand fOr persons with-degrees at all levels ,in. the sciences, mathematics,
.

..
,

. . ..

-and ether technical fields Was'down i2' percent from last year. For business

degrees the demand was down 11 percent,. and for other,non-technical fields,
Js

, -.44
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down 3 percent. But the survey Also found increases in job offers to women, as did

Endicott's survey -- up 34 percent for women with bachelor's degrees and up 15 per-

cent for women with master's degrees.

Other bbsetvations

A study reported inlate 1974 provided some new insights on,attrition rates.

Pollowing.a large sample of college students in 10 years since they were freshmen,.

the American Council on Education found that 77 percent had received their bachelor's

degrees within that decade.1°1 The study was based on questionnaires returned in

1971 by 24,590 persons who had been college freshmen in 1961. Other findings were:

only six per6nt had apparently given up on seeking a degree; nearly 53 percent

completed the degree requirements in four years: more than half of those who had

received baccalaureates had enrolled in some kin of graduate or professional study,

and 21.6 percent had received master's degrees.

One'of the developments in late 104 with potentially far-reaching consequences

'wasrthe passage of, the amendment. to the Elementary-Secondary Act sponsored by

Senator James L. Mickley of New York. The amendment provided that parents of elemen-

,

tary and secondary students and at the postsecondary level, the students themselves,

should have access to'all official records, files, data directly related to the

students "that is incorporated into each student's Cumulative rec6d folder, and

intended for schoOl use outside the school or school system. 102 Ihstitutions were

given 45 days to comply with the provision. Reaction was swift and almost frenzied.

One move sought to postpone the law"from taking effect until July, 1975. And, in

the light of the problems that surfaced,_Senator Buckley announced he would intro-

duce further provisions that would provide that all records compiled prior to

September 20, 1974 would remain confidential.,' :..

fi
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In December, 1974, the amendment was modified through an attachment to e'bill

calling for a White House Conference on Library Sciences'in 1S97:101 The Modifica-

tions denied/students access to confidential letters and recommendations placed' in

the files before January 1; 1975. The action also permitted students to waive

their rights of access 'to future confidential recommendations, denied diiect access

to medical, psychiatric or similar records, guaranteed parents of dependent students

the right to information on grades and. such, and denied access ,to records kept,by.

law-enforcement officers under certain conditions.

I-
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